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COMMENT LETTER NO. 7

Yay on Echo Bay

3.12.13

As a citizen of the City of New Rochelle, and a nearby neighbor this Echo Bay property,
I urge the City Council to look favorably on the submission of the DEIS for the Echo Bay
project.
The Echo Bay project needs to proceed.

701

Every city with a waterfront in this day and age has realized the importance of that
waterfront and is obligated to improve it to the betterment of their city and its inhabitants.
Waterfronts once held the industries, the loading and distribution facilities the mills ,the
power plants and the warehousing that a city required to operate. Those days are gone
now with modern methods superceding those outdated methods of getting needed goods
into the city.
New Rochelle was such a city and a great deal of its former commerce and supply
capability originated at Echo Bay. Lumber, coal, distilleries, cement, even the
entertainment/filmmaking industry in early New Rochelle was centered right there.
Unsightly car sales lots, now predominate, and use any space available for warehousing
of the used auto stock.
It is time to catch up with the trend on waterfronts. Lets open up this small peek at the
shoreline, no matter what it is.
The City Yard is proposed to be moved simply because it has to, in order make this
project go forward. I have heard/read all the arguments for and against the move. I live
near the City Yard see it every day, and yes, it is old and dilapidated. Most of it should be
reconstructed anyway, why not reconstruct it where it is of ultimate benefit to the City of
New Rochelle. Costs can be cut in this area and still create the yard needed. The impacts
of the movement of trucks , take this from one who does experience it every day, is
minimal. The trucks and other vehicles necessary come and go each day, and whether
they are doing their job one’s own street or somewhere else in New Rochelle ending their
workday with no great nuisance or impact on my neighborhood, the crews do a fantastic
job. Takeone more design look at the yard estimates and fine tune it further. Then move
the yard.
The mudflat thing:
Having been a water oriented person living right here along the Post Road all my life, the
shoreline is that.High tide, mid-tide and low, where the lands underwater are exposed.
The waterfront is there. Its not a part of this debate.
Tax breaks.
Hey, nobody says the money deal cant be adjusted, just keep thinking on it. The
immediate task here is to move it forward.
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 7
(continued)

The Armory and its relationship to the plan. Many folks have thought up great ideas for
this property, and there are still many more ideas not fielded and completely
“implementable” out there.
Whether or not it is parties already with an idea, or a new idea, it just has to be looked at
positively.
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Please, as someone who can see this entire area from my porch, I urge the City Council to
accept this DEIS and move forward with the knowledge that the end product will benefit
everyone in the City.
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(contd)

Sincerely,
James Fleming
11Pratt Street
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 9
From: Stanley Bernstein [mailto:Bernstein@bernlieb.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:32 PM
To: Reider, Suzanne
Subject: [POSSIBLE SPAM] Echo Bay
Importance: Low
I have lived in New Rochelle more than 30 years. I have reviewed much of the DEIS and heard
many of the arguments at the public hearing. I strongly support the development proposal. I believe
it will be a beautiful project for residents of the community and a big plus for the citizens of New
Rochelle.
I am concerned, however, about the impact on the school budget. There seem to be 2 themes from
the opposition that I suggest could be dealt with as follows:
1. Estimate of 22 additional children: while the estimate seems unrealistically low to me, I am not
an expert, nor were any of the speakers that I saw. The "experts" who drafted the DEIS seem to
merely rely on the Rutgers formula. Why not test the Rutgers formula by applyoing it to Avalon,
Trump and other large buildings in New Rochelle and compare the "Rutgers" estimate to the reality
of how many children are actually enrolled from that location?
2. The annual per student payment: no matter how many students is the right number to base the
payment on, it makes no sense to cap the payment at a fixed sum per student at $17,500for 2
decades. Some escalator needs to be built in. I would suggest that the same escalation rate of school
taxes paid by other citizens be applied to whatever base sum is used.
Please distribute these comments to Council. Thank you.
Stanley Bernstein
300 Trenor Drive
New Rochelle, NY 10804

Stanley Bernstein
Bernstein Liebhard LLP
10 East 40th Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 779-1414
(212) 779-3218 fax
Bernstein@bernlieb.com
www.bernlieb.com

This message and all attachments may be confidential and protected by the attorney-client privilege,
the attorney work product doctrine, and other privileges and protections. Any retention, review,
use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, copying, disclosure, or distribution by persons other than
the intended recipients is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication
in error, please contact the sender and delete this message and any copy of it (in any form) without
disclosing it. Unless expressly stated in this e-mail, nothing in this message should be construed as a
digital or electronic signature. Thank you for your cooperation.
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 10
From: ed lynch [mailto:edlynchjr@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 4:40 PM
To: Reider, Suzanne; Gill, Kathleen
Subject: Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment DEIS Comment

Mayor Bramson and Members of the City Council:
It is a personal and professional pleasure for me to see that the policies, design
guidelines and land use regulations that I drafted over a period of 6 years, and which
were uneventfully adopted in sequence by the City Council, are now translating into
a sensitive and contextual development at Echo Bay. As many of you know, my
involvement and development of these land use policies began with the drafting of the
1996 Comprehensive Plan, followed by the Local Waterfront Revitalization Program and
Harbor Management Plan, and finally with amendments made to the Zoning Ordinance
by Council in creating the Planned Waterfront Zoning District. All four of these
regulatory documents are referenced in the Echo Bay Center Waterfront
Redevelopment DEIS. And, to my great satisfaction, only minor variances are being
requested to the adopted PWD zoning. I support those requests for variances.
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I suspect that few city planners would have stuck out their necks to challenge an Urban
Renewal Plan that allowed 8 and 12 story buildings, much higher floor area ratios, and
very permissive development regulations. However, with the support of numerous
community and environmental stakeholders as well as the support of Council, major
regulatory changes were made for this area. More restrictive building height and bulk
requirements were drafted as well as thoughful mixed- use and urban design
requirements, all done without the benefit of economic and land use consultants.
Forrest City should be thanked for having modified some original proposals made to
City officials that would have built much taller buildings, which would have provided
sweeping panoramic waterfront views to potential tenants and greater financial returns
to the developer in leasing those units. As a developer sensitive to community
concerns, Forrest City can be credited with embracing and accepting the policies of the
Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan and other regulatory documents.
Working with FEMA on the Hurricane Sandy disaster relief effort, my only technical
comment on the proposed project regards building construction in the flood prone area
of Echo Bay. Global warming is for real, but FEMA maps only reflect current flooding
conditions. Therefore it would be useful now, to avoid spiraling private flood insurance
rates and possible repetitive building damages, to provide another two or three feet
of freeboard above the two foot (2') freeboard already required by New
Rochelle's Building Code for the building closest to the water's edge.
Sincerely,
Edward Lynch, AICP
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 11
From: Susan Masi [mailto:suem.masi@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 9:37 AM
To: Sharpe, Eleanor; Brooks Avni, Lynn
Subject: [POSSIBLE SPAM] Echo Bay DEIS comments - SMasi
Importance: Low

Eleanor and Lynn,
The following are my comments regarding the Echo Bay DEIS:
PUBLIC ACCESS
• Use of the site for public access is a great idea, but unless the details of the site plan are in place,
it will not work well for that purpose. I am concerned about several items. The first is the
pedestrian/bicycle access to the site. Although the DEIS cited that there is not much foot traffic
in the area of the site now, with the new project and potential armory site, I expect there will be a
substantial increase in foot traffic both the residential building and to access the public
waterfront. As a nearby resident, I could see our family riding bikes to 5 Islands Park through
this site over the bridge as it would mean less time on busy Post Road. The current site plan does
not even provide a sidewalk on the west side of the entrance drive next to the armory. Visitors on
foot or pedaling would be forced to enter the site from downtown by first crossing the driveway,
moving along a sidewalk that is next to the building, crossing the busy entrance/exit of the
garage, and then again having to cross the driveway at some point(undesignated) to get to the
public waterfront. A sidewalk (of substantial width 6-10 feet) should be provided to allow for safe
and clear access into the site.
• Another issue with site access is that it needs to be developed in much more detail. The amount
and type of seating, lighting, gathering space, design of views and points of interest need to be
incorporated. Having a green open space with a walkway is not enough to create an inviting,
cohesive, and memorable experience. Other issues to be developed include maintenance of the
public access area. If the responsibilites are not well defined, there may be issues with the
upkeep of the area. Are there other opportunities to tell the history of the site here, to make it into
an educational experience regarding the ecosystem that is reestablished here?
• Parking seems to be an issue on this site for the public. I am guessing public could either park in
the garage or in the open spaces, but it seems that lack of parking may be an issue. Not that we
want to promote the addition of more parking; it would take away from the green space.
• Bridge access - I think the bridge has to happen. Is it guarenteed?
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FEMA
•

The applicant should see if new flood plain levels are being set, due to Superstorm Sandy. In
many areas the flood plains are being redefined. What does this mean to the site? If the building
is within a foot of the new flood plain, it should consider elevating MEP equipment and/or
providing floodproofing mitigation measures, such as flood doors, locating louvers above
potential flood levels, providing sump pits and submersible pumps for pumping any water out,
and providing electrical conduit capable of being submerged in water, etc.

BUILDING MASSING
• I feel that the building is too tall for the neighborhood; I think a 3 story building would fit the
context of the buildings around it. I like that the front (north) facade maintains the street line, but
I am not sure a building that long is the correct solution; I wish it had a more substantial
break along the length and was not a symmetrical facade (needs more variety in the elevation).
• More importantly to me, the wing that reaches out south to the bay is too long. It creates a
separation along the public areas and detracts from the idea of a large open green space.
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 11
(continued)
BUILDING LAYOUT
• The main building layout is a large donut. I am concerned that the inside corner apartments (SW
and SE) are going to get little natural light. Not only are they on the north side of the building,
they are recessed from the main elevation surface.
GOOD PROFIT PLAN
• Is the Good Profit project going to happen? I guess I am not sure exactly what it is, but if it does
happen, and is a food-based facility, there will be more people/need for parking/more defined
access to control pedestrian vs. auto relationships.
That is it from me. Hope it is helpful.
See you Tuesday night,
Susan Masi
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 12
From: Hocking, Doug [mailto:DHocking@kpf.com]
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:45 PM
To: Sharpe, Eleanor; Scott, Beverly; 'suem.masi@gmail.com'; Michael Deane (mdeane@tcco.com);
Aurora Hernandez (Ahernandez@RHFunding.com); brownbag85@aol.com; Sarah C. Dodds-Brown
(sdoddsbrown@hotmail.com)
Cc: Brooks Avni, Lynn
Subject: RE: Echo Bay DEIS

Hello Eleanor and Lynn,
Here are my comments on the Echo Bay DEIS in roughly the order that they are addressed in
the document. Most of my comments are outside of the Planning Board realm of influence but
I thought I’d share them anyway. Forgive me if some of my comments are addressed in the EIS
and I missed them.
1201

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Out of the 524 new residents 22 kids seems too low.
I’m assuming that New Rochelle is verifying the fiscal benefits and costs that are suggested
in the DEIS.
Why is this Census Tract population projected to decrease? When you consider the ideas
floated by the new comp plan I don’t think that will be the case.
Why would NR lengthen the Pilot program when the financial benefit is weighted in the
favor of the developer?
Unless I’m missing something the section on Hazardous Materials seems vague. Who is
responsible for cleaning the site up and who pays for the cleanup.
The development is on the right track with the parking, burying it within the development.
It is unclear from the ground floor plan where the parking is above grade.
Is the parking count commensurate with current TOD thinking? If it’s a true TOD
development does NR have an alternate parking count in mind.
In general the design is inadequate in its architectural finish and it’s planning.
The massing is too simplistic and doesn’t represent a positive solution to its scale. It’s a big
box with not enough formal articulation to break down it’s scale.
The proposal should start to detail the ins and outs of an articulated massing.
The proposal “walls off” the development to the public. There is no integration of the
retail environment and the public right of way.
Does NR know how this development fits in with a larger vision of the waterfront? Is there
a long term plan to have a continuous public walkway along the waterfront?
Should NR consider upgrading the sidewalks between this project and the train station?
Should NR consider a bike lane between this project and the train station?
Although the developer should be commended on the addition of a public waterfront
promenade, the entry to that walkway is not adequately designed to invite the public into
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 12
(continued)

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

1212
their right away along the water. This is a key public portal to the water and should be
(contd)
designed accordingly.
The design treats all the facades as the same. Main Street is very different then the water
1213
and the design should reflect that difference.
The current massing doesn’t step down to the water. The scale of the project on the water 1214
side is taller than on Main Street. I don’t believe this is a good idea considering that FCRG
is asking for additional height.
1215
Main Street should be considered a strong retail corridor. I’m worried they have to little
retail, and very shallow retail depth, in their current plan.
What is the current thinking about the Nelstad site, and how does it fit into the larger plan? 1216
It doesn’t look like the current plan takes into consideration the current FEMA
1217
recommendations for flood plain and freeboard? This could have an impact on shoreline
protection. The plans don’t indicate any of the baseline mechanical systems that need to
be located above the FEMA flood plain or the life safety issues that are being addressed
related to flooding.
In terms of additional stress on NR infrastructure I assume someone from NR is verifying
1218
FCRG’s baseline assumptions for use.
I’m glad that in appendix IX-1 they finally mentioned a sustainable benchmark goal of LEED 1219
Silver. This is a good thing but depending on which version of LEED it doesn’t mean a
whole lot. A higher level or using the current version of LEED would yield a much greater
benefit to NR and to this project. The impact of this project should be measured in both
population and in infrastructure. A higher LEED goal would have a positive benefit on both.
Considering what is on the site now, this project should have a positive impact on its
1220
neighboring properties and on the view shed from the Sound.
I rely on the traffic engineer of NR to instruct us on the impact of this development.
1221
FCRG’s population trends take into consideration only what was, not what we think will be
1222
our future. Therefore their numbers should be scrutinized to make sure they don’t limit
the project’s impact on NR.
Any positive correlation with the “Good Profit” development should be removed from this
1223
EIS.
The public “Echo Bay Walk” shows up in phase 3. That seems like a really bad idea. The
1224
public right of way should be manifested in phase 1 with a bond from the developer.

Independent of my comments it’s important to acknowledge that this development is
incredibly important to NR. With that being said I would hope improvements could be made to
the current plan to make it even better. See you guys tomorrow.
Best,
Doug
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 13
From: Sarah Dodds-Brown [mailto:sdoddsbrown@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:15 AM
To: dhocking@kpf.com; Sharpe, Eleanor; Scott, Beverly; suem.masi@gmail.com; mdeane@tcco.com;
ahernandez@rhfunding.com; brownbag85@aol.com
Cc: Brooks Avni, Lynn
Subject: RE: Echo Bay DEIS

Hi Eleanor and Lynn -I would like to add the following comments on the Echo Bay DEIS to Doug's:
Overall, I agree that this is a very important development for the City of New Rochelle and is a
defining moment in terms of the future of the shoreline. I very much support the City's efforts
in this and am pleased that we have been asked to provide our comments.

1301

Public Access / View Corridor -- I noted throughout the document the references to the
importance of creating physical public access to the waterfront and enhanced view corridors to
the waterfront. There were several features of the proposal that I thought did not support
these objectives and should be revisited, namely:
--> The current layout of the proposed structure and design for Armory Place do not
provide significant view corridors or an inviting entry or indication to the public of the public
waterfront space behind the development. The Armory Place entrance as proposed seems
narrow and dominated by the private development -- the parking and main lobby entrance for
the residences are located off of this roadway and I think most people would assume that this is
a private drive for residents or, perhaps, patrons of the retail establishments. In addition, the
southern extension of the development juts out into the public waterfront park space which
creates the impression that the green space is there to support the residences. I understand
the development desire for this structure -- to maximize the number of apartments with water
views and terraces, but this feature combined with the narrowness of the Armory Place
entrance don't create an inviting space for the public. The Echo Bay view of the park and
development show that this extension literally cuts the park almost in half visually. Not sure
what could be done here – perhaps an angling of this extension so that it does not extend in
quite such a linear geometric fashion cutting into the public space? Or, creating more of a
second courtyard wrapping the development around the resident pool which would leave a
clearer delineation between the private development and the space that is open for the public?
--> Alternative B (Proposed Building with Removal of the Annex) was a very interesting
alternative to me and one that I think should be very carefully considered. Removing the
Annex building and opening up the view corridor and design possibilities for Armory Place could
go a long way in terms of creating that gateway to Echo Bay that is far more inviting to the
public than is as currently proposed. I was interested to note that the Annex carries no
historical designation because it was mentioned in the section on Historic and Archaeological
impacts. I also do not know the impact of removal of the Annex on the Good Profit proposal
and whether their proposed use could go forward without the Annex, but I think that this
development takes precedence and as the foundation for the future development of this area
and the City's desire that it serve as a catalyst for future development, this is a critical juncture
and I think the creation of a visibly dramatic and defining visual gateway to this waterfront
space should be a primary goal. I also liked the potential for a defined turn lane off of Main
Street which would help to draw people into the development.
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 13
(continued)
--> Perhaps consideration for the inclusion of additional retail space in the rear of the
development might help to create more of a waterfront or boardwalk type of experience and
reinforce the public access to this space. It is noted in the documents that the ground floor
retail would "wrap around" to the Armory Place side of the development but that does not do
much to draw the public back to the waterfront and public spaces. I guess, I question why
people would come here given that it is a small park with only three park benches in terms of
public amenities? No barbecue pits or reservable spaces? If there were limited waterfront
appropriate retail opportunities (on the south side of the development), it might help to make
this more of a destination.
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Lighting -- There was not much discussion of the lighting philosophy beyond providing for a
"safe environment". I am interested in better understanding the approach generally when you
have a waterfront development like this, particularly when it is a small bay which will be visible
from residential areas. I would think there would need to be serious consideration to ensure
that there is not unnecessary glare and that the lighting is commensurate with that in other
parks and recreational areas.
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PILOT – There was not much discussion around the necessity for the PILOT or why it was
extended beyond the customary 15 year period. I was surprised that there was not an
Alternative presented which articulated the impact that the provision of the PILOT has on the
development – in other words, would the developer have a modified plan or no plan at all if
there was no PILOT component? This could just be me being naïve, but thought I would ask
the question.
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Westchester County Waste Water Treatment Plant – Are there any future plans for alternative
uses for this parcel? What is the impact, if any, on the proposed success of this development
given that it borders a county Waste Water Treatment plant facility? I noted that the
pedestrian walkway was proposed to connect to the treatment plant parcel and, hopefully,
ultimately to Five Islands Park. Would be good to understand the current state of that property
and how the public uses (boating, etc.) contemplated by the proposal would interact with the
activities of the plant.
Parking – I, too, like the idea of the parking for the residences and retail being embedded
within the development.
Thanks again for the opportunity to comment – I hope this is helpful.
Best,
Sarah
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COMMENT LETTER NO. 14
From: Frank Capasso [mailto:fcdc2@optonline.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 3:16 PM
To: Reider, Suzanne
Subject: Echo Bay Development

Dear Ms Reider,
I attend the city council meeting on this subject and spoke about my objections to the
project.
I question the idea that we need more housing to attract business. We need to develop
the property for commercial or rate payer projects. This I know is hard since we
rejected IKEA.
The buildings will block the sunlight. At least now when I and my neighbors take our
morning walk we can see the sun rise and not be caught in the shadow of mid rise
buildings. (Huguenot Hill is a good example of blocking out the morning sun)
The tax abatement is too rigid and does not benefit the city or the tax payers.
The waterfront could be developed as a play area. We need a soccer field and a
baseball field. Stephenson Park is over used, witness the dust storm when people play
on it.
There are other objections, expressed more eloquently than I can.
Let the project die.
Frank Capasso
48 Pratt St.
New Rochelle, NY 10801
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Environmental Permits, Region"3
21 "South Putt Comers Road, New Paltz, New York 12561-1620
Phon., (845) 256-3054 FAX, (845) 255-4659
Website: www.dec.ny.gov

Joe Mart\?IS
Conunissioner

May 14,2013

COMMENT LETTER NO. 19

Suzanne Reider, Senior Project Manager
City of New Rochelle
Department ofDevelopment
515 North Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801

Re:

Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment
DEC Tracking 10 #: 3-5510-00356/00001
City of New Rochelle, Westchester County

.

Draft Environmental Imp~~fStatementComments

Dear Ms. Reider:

". ,
,H; .-\

The Department ofEnviromnf;PH,M;:~onservation(DEC) has reviewed the Draft
Enviro.nmental Impact Statement for the Sta~e Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) of this
proposed redevelopment of two parcels as a mixed residential and commercial center. The
redevelopment is proposed to include:
• Remediation of existing hazardous waste contamination from a variety of historic and
current industrial uses.
• 285 rental residential apartments, including 15,900 square feet of residential amenity
space
• 25,000 square feet of retail space
• Adaptive re-use of the historic New Rochelle Annory building
• Public access amenities including a pedestrian bridge to Five Islands Park, kayak dock,
and shoreline wetland enhancement areas
• Associated infrastructure intluding parking, access drive, and sewer and water
connections
• pedestrian bridge f~r futute.:ct}$ection to Five Islands Park
,

:'l::t'

The project sponsor is Forest City Residential Group Inc and the City of New Rochelle is owner
of the two parcels.
~'
,

{,r,

3,

I apologize for the delay in your r~Bb1pt'of these comments. Although the public comment period
closed on March 22, DEC requests that these comments regarding DEC jurisdiction be conveyed
to the applicant and included in the Final EIS.
DEC would like to offer the following comments regarding our jurisdiction:
Tidal Wetlands
Portions of the project area are regulated pursuant to Article 25 of the Environmental
Conservation Law, tidal wetlands. These areas include Littoral Zone, Coastal Shoals, Bars and

Pagelof5
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Re:

Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment
DEC Tracking ID #: 3-5510-00356/00001
City of New Rochelle, Westchester County
Draft Environmental Impact Statement CommeJ!.ts

COMMENT LETTER NO. 19
(continued)

Flats, and Adjacent Area, as defined in the tidal wetland Regl,llations 6 NYCRR Part 661. The
tidal wetland adjacent area is generallyl defined as land irnriie.cliately adjacent to a tidal wetland
extending to whichever of the following limits is closest to'the wetland:
(i) 300 feet landward of the most landward boundary of a tidal wetland, or
(ii) to the seaward edge of the closest lawfully and presently existing, functional and
substantial fabricated structure which lies generally parallel to the tidal wetland
landward boundary and which is a minimum of 100 feet in length (ex. road, bulkhead)
(iii) to the elevation contour of 10 feet above mean se~i~%~~t'.>

1901
(contd)

DEC staff visited the site August 15,2012 to detennine i ",,",n,~' isting bulkhead and riprap
con~titute a b~e: as d~scribed in (ii) ~bov~. Based o~F.i. ~~it ~d the NYSDEC Division
ofFIsh and WildlIfe gUidance on functlOnalIty ofstI:t;1;!:;ttrres undeD'lh~ tidal wetlands Act (DFW1)2; and substantiated by the infonnation in D~J§ff\'pendix 3 sh~¥~Jihl1"Assessment Report,
staffhave detennined that the existing deterio,;r~*t~{fbulkheads and ripra'pi~g not constitute an
existing, functional and substantial fabricated ~strY,GJure. Therefore the A:di~§.€:mt Area on the site
will extend to the 10-foot contour.
""::"";::;"'"' '-j~)c';~~';J'-(~;">'
;i i

l~:::~;;,;;;j;:

~::\tf~i~~~~;r:~~}.~~;~?·

1"1

It is not possible at this time to defiili~l:Mi~g~tify t4e adJ%~~t area boundary. DEC's standard for
detennining ~e 10-foot elev~tion is ~,~r~~~~~ V~rt1'~t¥12~~tum 88 (NA:V088). However
VD29 whl~h reqUlres:j:~ir~,.05\fQ~~i~~JUS~rtl~f~efollOWIng comments are
the plans are
based on the adjacent ~:g~1,~:~&;~R at appnj~iately~~ir~l~~~?,ot.con,!~yras shown on the plans.

In.NA

.- '.,,,.',,.,"."'<, """J',..

"I'"

t

.+,1.1,,--, "'-,.I ,h'''''''!,

,.

Based on the Drawirt~}r~~'~~ed"~i'Ya?f:7013,~i~!~~i~l!~i~:i~~~¢hdix 3, it appears that the
following actions are ~lipl~9t to re~l~tion und~:~Wt 661. The column with heading
'Compa~ibili~.'].~ferstoili~~!~.~~,~$\mR!tL,?fthe '~~~9n under Part 661.5(b) as "Generally

compa~~m~~'I:~W{tJ,i~,%xetlaridJ9~'8';t'estimpg00~~I;~~~patible":
--

-'":.::.

· ...i x.'.. ·.! .• oi,"":;'.

c:~;i;;',i:,';.
"'~~;':'~,,;.
Actioa':":';':; ,
Bulkheaa,(~tmlacement, resiiq1aJi,on, 6rT~0>". . . -modificatiom.-0r,),the
construct\Qthof
new<{':",)
'tt".- "
''''':$i,
',--'
groins, bulkh~~;i&r other shOt.~l;ine
...
'VV:b',
;~,<p>
stabIlIzation struCRijj~.
r::!i(f.!
Fill (including bulkh~t<9,r
r,i~l~p;
"Q:"
installation , re-construcMnrefiYion..
functioning structure, and'Fi&bitat
enhancement)
.,.. ..:,.• ':.i ~

~ ~1.:-:;:::;:~

...'"i.'...

:':I':~

,~.+~

~

L_:--._?~

Jiffisdictional Area

Compatibility

Littoral Zone, Coastal
Shoals, Bars' and Flats, and
Adjacent Area

Generally
compatible

Adjacent Area

"",<:~:~ J':;:=:i-

Dredging (including habitat enhancement)
Installing a floating dock(s) totaling 200
square feet or more in area

Littoral Zone and Coastal
Shoals, Bars and Flats,
Littoral Zone; Coastal
Shoals, Bars and Flats, and
Adjacent Area
Littoral Zone and Coastal
Shoals, Bars and Flats,

1 What follows is a simplification of the definitions found in 6 NYCRR Part 661.4(b)(1)
2 Available on the DEC website at http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/fish marine pdfi'twguidefina1.pdf
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Generally
compatible
Presumptively
Incomnatible
Presumptively'
Incompatible
Generally
compatible

1902

Re:

COMMENT LETTER NO. 19
(continued)

Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment
DEC Tracking ID #: 3-5510-00356/00001
City of New Rochelle, Westchester County

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments
Discharge of stormwater to tidal wetlands
under a State Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System permit
,.

Littoral Zone, Coastal
Shoals, Bars and Flats, and
Adjacent Area

Permit required no compatibility
desi.Rl1ation3

The DEIS does not state for what putpose the stone building adj acent to the concrete pier is being
restored. It appears this may not
a~functional structure, in which case the restoration would be
considered new construction and its compatibility would depend-on its proposed use.

he

1902
(contd)

1903

Generally
compatible
,-.,"'
Construction of commercial and industrial
,'1-"",
use facilities, and public and semi-public
~l;Jj~ceh.t Area
buildin s - not re uirin water access
' :._;_:~!;t"
. .
.
~EJi1tlrral Zone, Goastal
SubstantIal restoratIOn or reconstructIon, of Sh"?at° ..B
·,:c'll'FI t
d
existing functional structures
~ "..~1}~,. ~,3P,i j a s, an
Ad aceQ..tt~~a;,
~

Presumptivel y
Incompatible

< ......~:--.,.

"!jfii@~:Gll:1mlH;jl:ilt

,-,Qenerally
'-'@.1:llpatible

~~<\N~t~·~

Docking or mooring facilities Should'~'~t*.~fi~li:' cility peH~~M~~r - the area including all
structures and the foo~rint within w&iti1:l~¢,~se
.>4hcked of'~<\l)pred. This will be a
requirement of the DEG4?SLQl~~,flPpllbatio'ii13~ii:Reloc~~~~!~fJloatirig<qoCkswithin an established
1,%@;ii~ii im:!!;;!!':";H!i':;:::::i::W~;li~:," -'/
perimeter does not r~tThTht~:_'rp~~~~;,;"
Even if an action is

d~~~:d,gener~j~C'Cbfnpatibll;'I'il!Vteproject must still meet the tidal wetland

Regulati:~~ii~m~10f;;:taiiQ~~~''\l~Fli~~,~~~'!'tementthat the project:

1904

• ,c:W;Whot have'mrt,\m~ue aa~~~,e impacF~~e present or potential value of the affected
"tr4.~wetland arel;l?t{r;r~joiliiQ~f\~:r
nearby tidal wetland
.
.
• is re~~p:able and nece~~~, t~i}£i:i,nto account such factors as reasonable alternatives to
arldAhe degree to which the activity requires water access
the pr0pp§~d regulated't~@:ivity
" -- .
or is waf(;~{@~endent '{:'~$::,'
·":i>:~:...-.:-/r.y·.

<»~~·4:·

~r~·,...":t<':':~..

,.,;j,.,~,.

'·~,~n·!>F'., .

.: :~j\.~~~.:.:.

In addition, the f611o~i[g,;-yaq~~~'s from development restrictions (Part 661.6) maybe required,
depending on the detem1i~p~it:{bfadjacent area boundary:
:.. \-:~~>:Y

(i) The minimum setback of all, hard surface driveways, roads, parking lots and-similar
impervious surfaces exceeding 500 square feet in size (Echo Bay Walk) as well as
overhead utili~ line poles is 75 feet from any tidal wetland.
(ii) Coverage by existing and neWJstructures and o'ther impervious surfaces of more than 20
percent of the adjacent area;' ~bverage of 3,000 square feet or less of adjacent area on any
individual lot by existing and new structures and other impervious surfaces is allowed.
~~~~\·.;tL.: \:~, ~

;

~r~ lQ~k·f~.: l

3 The discharge of untreated stonnwater to tidal wetlands is unlikely to meet tidal wetland permit issuance standards.
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Re:

Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment
DEC Tracking ID #: 3-5510-00356/00001
City of New Rochelle, Westchester County
Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments

COMMENT LETTER NO. 19
(continued)

DEC staff believes the 'Echo Bay Walk' will be capable of meeting the variance requirements.
DEC staff has concerns with the primary shore treatment. JAlthough Section 661.5 (Use
Guidelines) indicates that construction of shoreline stabilization structures is a generally
compatible use, the proposed shoreline treatment constitutes substantial fill as well as dredging.
The proposed shoreline stabilization appears to cover a large area of mapped shoals and
mudflats. The plans' lack of key benchmarks such as mean righ water, mean sea level, and the
contours relative to mean sea level made it difficult to de~~hi' e amount of disturbance, but
it appears that approximately 0.5 acre offill, and possiblyi' ,< ,. tion, is proposed for the
current design may not be
shoreline protection and associated 'wetland planting sh
capable of meeting permit issuance standards unless ,,,.!
,~"A:noved landward, with
corresponding adjustments in the location ofthe 'E,Qhg"a)ti ,~~$planade.

."titt:;;;<':;

1905
(contd)

1906

'(i"~> ',,:ytii::':'+>

The proposed wetland planting shelf may offerfJi¢,'rt'efits
to the wetlands:l!9Q
that the disturbance
":,8.. ,,:.
','.':"',,..
could be permitted. Installation of vegetative scr;e~!1ing in key locations to;pr(Jtect certain habitat
""" '
,
.
functions may also be needed.
DEC recommends the a licant sc
shoreline features and the ermit issu

with staff to discuss these

1907

.. ··,0..'

Protection of Waters a
er Quali
.... ,onmen
Pursuant to Article 1
permit is required fo
vatiori!~ii'ijll in na
required pursuant to S '.:,2N 401 o~;W.S. Publi
In NYS, issuan.9_~ ofthese"'t~~}r~8~~:t].$!ions
',>e;",

"'.,<

'

. ':':",::.....

.

"

.. ,',., ".•'

"O::,:rfY'T"

'<:;~~tm)

,i::~i;N~,,"yse"&

Protection ofWater~, a
aters. AlUi}Yater Quality Certification is
95-217, and 33 USC 1341 of 1977,1984,
en delegated to DEC,
'."

1908

.'

Based,Qg~tiig"i~forhi;~li~~~,rovld~~?)~app~atii~~~~~:'"fut~b;~:~'~it and Section 40 I Water

QualitY::(U~ttificationwilfH,~;J,.equifeg;fQrthe shoreline erosi'Oh protection and the 'wetland
planting §il~!k,;. As with the:'~~; wetht~~~{tgulations. the prbposal must meet permit is~uance
standards of'i,~~.2nable and n~x:~:..sary ail<ll:pot cause unreasonable, uncontrolled or unnecessary
damage to the iHl~ll1 resourcesl~~,the state. The same con~ems with the shoreline protection as
.{\,}'j:'
are identified in tlte;:}figa1 Wetl~~1 section will apply.
""(""
;:<;;Any open-pile dock
a Protection of Waters Permit from DEC for docks and
moorings. Per Part 608.4, 'sWctures are not subject to a dock permit from DEC if placed on,in
or above state-owned lands under water where a lease or other appropriate conveyance of interest
authorizing the use and occupancy of such lands has been obtained from the NYS Commissioner
of General Services. This does not affect DEC jurisdiction over docks or mooring pursuant to
tidal wetlands,

w~~1'4~~~,t~~~uire

State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) - Stormwater
This project will require coverage under the SPDES General Permit for Stonnwater Discharges
from Construction Activity (GP-O-I 0-001). The City of New Rochelle, as a Municipal Separate
Stonn Sewer System ~MS4), will be responsible for reviewing and approving the Stonnwater

"j;,
it
1.
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Re:

Echo Bay Center Waterfront Redevelopment
DEC Tracking ID #: 3-5510-00356/00001
City of New Rochelle, Westchester County
Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments

COMMENT LETTER NO. 19
(continued)

1909
(contd)

Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
Environmental Remediation
Staff have no comments on the remediation concept plan outlined in the DEIS. As indicated in
the response to the Draft Scoping Docum~nt, if the project sponsor or the City intends to
participate in the Brownfields CleanupPrpgram (BCP), then a new application for remediation of
the current project area will be required, DEC strongly recommends a pre-application meeting
with Division of Environmental Remediation staff prior to sub~tting a BCP application. If
there are questions, please contact George Heitzman, Divisiori'](jfEnvironmental Remediation. at
.;..
.
(518) 402-9662.

1910

Please note that filling, dredging, etc which is associ tddi~ith h~!ttdmaterial cleanup under the
DEC Brownfields program is not subject to 'tid
ands' or 'EXb~¥~tion and fill' regulations
per the Enviro:r;unental Remediation Program r . tions 6 NYCRR :P~\~Z5-1.12. Any fill or
dredging in wetlands under the-jurisdiction o( ,,~~Y Corp ?f Engineet~YV,rouldstill require a
Section 401 Water Quality Certification from DECfb,e.cause.tf,i+s, issuance is::ffe9-erally-delegated
authority.
" '
,
'L,"

':Ii':;:;ii""

,State Historic Preservation Office (s:~fbJm:::i::i;:;"
This site is within an area of potential' J!4!~:rlolog1c;';;) nsitivi~iand near sites which are on, or are
potentially eligible for i,
. on,the N";' ", al Of
egist&i~f;Jlistoric
Places. DEC
,,!"I'"
is should include the re-use of
strongly recommend~
orts to
uildin
'cent to the proposed dock if the
the Annory buildin '<"','0'''' e resta ""0: on of
,
.Oll of impact on cultural resources from
structure is greater thafir~thyearsot4~:~;iA'determ
SHPO will be,~ [equireni€{rf~~.fap~~~pennit' lications under Unifonn Procedures (tidal
, .~'.:.: ...'U ..,'j:'"
';".i,'·"';"" .", ~;, ";,<'::; '<•.j;',,; .•" , .... ,
':"';;:::,
wetlands,,1~h1~'~9U,9fi/plwatei~;',eW);' " "

,"

"

'>,:""
Sincerely yours

Rebecca Crist
Environmental Analyst
Cc:

Forest City Residential Group, Inc
.,i;t; :,

Ecc:
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New Rochelle City Manager
John Carstens, NYS OOS
Bonnie Devine, NYSDOS Coas~.al Resources
Douglas Mackey and Daniell\19,pAep.Yl. ~SHPO
George Heitzman, NYSDEG',J1¥~:¥on. of Environmental Remediation
Betsy Blair, NYSDEC Bureau ofManne Resources
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